
  INCLUSION AND INTEGRATION  Pasquale Moliterni        
1. Some historic remarks about Italy  In Italy the idea of “integration” became specifically important in the 70s of the twentieth century, due to the need to provide appropriate social-institutional and cultural social responses to the needs of handicapped pupils (that was the term in fashion at that time).  Long before the world wide UNESCO conference in Thailand 1990, the social integration model envisaged in the Law on the Disabled No 118 issued in 1971 , established the principle of “education for all” in Italian ordinary schools. Later on, the Law under delegated power No. 477/1973 marked a shift from a centre-based-bureaucratic school system to a democratic-participated system in which autonomous schools interact with the enlarged social and civic community. In this context, the Italian Minister for Public Education Franca Falcucci established a Committee responsible for advising on actions to be taken for the acceptance and integration of disabled pupils and students into ordinary schools: it was the start of an experimental phase on the field which led to Law No. 517/1977. Besides important innovations regarding assessment and educational planning in schools, Law No. 517/1977 opened up schools to their local communities, abolished special classes and introduced “integration for all” activities into compulsory schools.  In 1987, a sentence issued by the Italian Constitutional Court established the right for each and every student, including disabled ones, to receive higher school education. In 1988, 



through Ministerial Memorandum no.262, the Ministry of Public Education set up the National Observatory on Integration. Further developments were the Framework Law on Disability No.104/1992 and the Guidelines issued in 1994 which focused and clarified the responsibilities of the different institutional figures involved, as well as the need for a close cooperation between schools and healthcare system, in issuing the following documents:  
Functional diagnosis: the local health authority draws this up. It provides an analytical description of the pupil’s psycho-physical conditions and their potentialities. 
Dynamic-functional profile: the local health authority and curricular and support teachers draw this up jointly. It includes diagnostic elements related to the difficulties pupils encounter in their school activities, but above all their potentialities and development possibilities in the short and medium term. 
Individual education plan: this is drawn up jointly by the local health authority, curricular and support teachers, educationists or education assistants (if required), in collaboration with parents. It includes a description of the interventions planned for the pupil in a given period. Under Law No.17 issued in 1999, the right of disabled students to attend university is sanctioned and ensured: this Law sets up services in charge of abolishing barriers and creating adapted and integrated curricula. Law No.68 of the same year provides for facilitating access to work for disabled students. However, the process for the social integration of the disabled reaches its highest point with Law No.328/2000 which commits local authorities, such as town councils, to issuing and implementing “zone plans” for the social and scholastic integration of individuals with difficulties; zone plans are supposed to regard the whole life. This is a milestone that marks the start of a third phase in the integration process (Moliterni, 2003b).   
2. Inclusion and integration  However, the above mentioned developments in Italian policies set in place for promoting the integration into schools of pupils with disabilities were not duly recognized at international level: on the contrary, Italian policies were underestimated and seen as the mere presence of the disabled individuals in schools and in society, with the disabled themselves having to adapt to schools and society. 



After the World Conference on Special Needs Education. Access and Quality held by UNESCO in Salamanca in 1994, the concept of inclusive education emerged in the dedicated literature in English (Clarks & Millward 1995; Boot & Ainscow, 1998, 2000; Armstrong et al 2000). One of the main aims of inclusive education is that of removing all social, economic and policy-related barriers that hinder the learning processes of pupils who, in a specific social, organizational or cultural context, are at risk of exclusion due to either their physical condition, or the group they belong to and/or their disadvantaged socio-economic conditions.  The concept of educational inclusion refers to the teaching-learning processes that favour the participation of pupils with difficulties in ordinary schools. It is a social model of disability linked to the bio-psycho-social model which is at the basis of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) issued by the WHO in 2001.    The term “inclusive education” is used also in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN CRPD) adopted in 2006. The following table shows the differences between the integration model and the inclusive model according to the German researcher Andreas Hinz (2002).   
Table. 1 Differences between integration practice and inclusive practice according to Hinz 

(2002)* 

Integration practice Inclusive Practice 

Children with special needs attend ordinary 

schools  

Different system depending on the specific 

handicap 

Theory of two groups (handicapped/non 

handicapped; with special needs/without special 

needs) 

Welcoming of handicapped pupils 

Theoretical approach based on the individual 

Attention to the institutional level 

Resources for children with labels 

Special support/aid for handicapped pupils 

Individual curriculum for the single pupil 

Specialised teachers as aid and support for 

Having all children live and learn in ordinary 

schools 

Inclusive system for all; 

Theory of a heterogeneous group 

Changes in school organization 

Emotional, social and educational aspects are 

considered 

 Resources for the whole school 

Common and individual learning 

Tailored learning for all 

Shared reflections and planning by all 

participating parties 

Specialised teachers as aid and support to 

teachers, classes and schools 



children with special needs 

Influences of specialised teaching in ordinary 

schools 

Audit by experts 

Changes in all educational practices (both 

general and for special needs) 

Team work 

*Adaptation from Moliterni P. (2013, p.178) 

 

 

It can be noted that at international level the Italian integration model is not acknowledged, since 

most features attributed to the inclusive model in the above table, do also characterize the Italian 

social and educational integration model; thus, the Italian model is banalized by the author of the 

above table. 

That is why Canevaro  (Canevaro & Mandato, 2004) and all the other Italian special 

pedagogy experts 1  stress that, in Italy, the term integrazione in una prospettiva inclusiva, that is  

integration in an inclusive perspective or inclusion-based integration is generally preferred, given 

that the term “school integration” is always associated to the process of integration into ordinary 

schools; while the term “inclusion” relates to the meaning of “taking/bringing inside something 

which is outside”. In Italy, over the last 40 years, all disabled and/or foreign pupils have been inside 

classes and schools. 

Inclusion has to do with “including” (from the Latin “includere, inclaudere”: to enclose, to 

include) that is with putting inside something which is outside, to insert; therefore it is a first-level 

aim, because it implies inserting something new inside something that already exists and there is 

some risk of assimilation: differences and diversity are at risk –although indirectly- of not being 

acknowledged as well as of being unrecognized, weakened and homologated. 

 

 

 

 

 Inclusion of B into A          

 

                                                         1 Today,  Canevaro and other Italian experts are organized in the Società Italiana di Pedagogia  
Speciale (= Italian Society of Special Pedagogy) 

 



The inclusion logic is aimed at making up  for and fixing up the logic of social exclusion by 

rightly claiming  that education is a common worth of Humankind and that all individuals  

have the right to enjoy it. 

 

“Inclusion is the main model in international documents… according to this model, a person with a 

disability is fully entitled to enter the community on an equal basis with all other community 

members. Functioning principles and rules of the context have to be redesigned taking into 

consideration all components: diversity of each and every person becomes the normal condition in 

schools and classes. “Inclusione” (in Italian) is the translation of the English term inclusion (to 

include) which means being part of something… the opposite of to exclude. Inclusion may take 

place not only in schools but also in different settings. In the inclusive viewpoint, it is the school 

system that has to adapt to pupil diversity, thus going beyond the traditional view  (community of 

learners). (Translation from Pavone 2010, p.142). 

 

Dewey (1938) had already highlighted that “Inclusion, however, involves exclusion. That 

which is fixed and permanent by nature excludes every other substance by its very nature.”  

“A stricter sense of inclusion is that all children with disabilities should be educated in 

regular classrooms with age-appropriate peers” (WHO, 2011, p.209). Inclusion is therefore to be 

understood as “main-streaming” (Caldin 2006), an assurance of “all to school” principle, thus 

realizing the right of every and each individual (none excluded) to receive their education in 

ordinary classes, so that pathways which are usually exceptional, become ordinary pathways. 

All this is important, but not sufficient, because there is the risk of following a cumulative 

and quantitative logic. In social contexts it is, in fact, possible to include without integrating, it is 

possible to include and passively tolerate, or to include and actively tolerate by requiring the other 

person to adapt to ones’ own point of view and culture. If this is the case, then the result is the other 

person adjusting and adapting to the culture and contest which hosts him/her, that is assimilation 

and homologation. 

Furthermore, ensuring access is not enough, we have to aim for success. Therefore, it is 

necessary to follow a qualitative logic that requires both prizing diversities and creating contexts 

characterized by reciprocity. 

No doubt integration requires inclusion, that is assurance that everybody has the right to 

schooling (or to access any educational or life contests), but it does also require us to take and prize 

the point of view of the other person, in reciprocity.    

In a previous paper (Moliterni,  2003) I have already highlighted that:  



 

"The term integration expresses a high-complexity concept, which, by definition, is open to 

different interpretations. As a word, integration has always been used in our  (Italian) lexicon, and it 

is used in different contexts (social, racial, religious, economic, geographical, political integration, 

integration between subjects…) and with different nuances of meaning (insertion, fusion/melting 

together, addition, inclusion, coordination, cooperation).  Nowadays, integration is increasingly a 

key to re-uniting our different kinds of knowledge… as well as the circuit of sciences and of our 

behaviours. Integration is a challenge to the different disciplines. It is a principle and a strategy that 

guides research at different levels, from the level of a single discipline to institutional and social 

levels. The term “integration” evokes “what is integrated”, that is a whole made up of parts which 

are bound meaningfully to one another and whose unity must be recomposed…. Instead, inclusion 

evokes the idea of homologation and/or assimilation, or the idea of phagocytosis ….  with a 

standpoint being cancelled or adjusted to another one. 

As matter of fact, to include implies to insert something new into something which already 

exists…. in a mere action of adding up which, by being a mere cumulative action or placing side by 

side…. lessens the organic view for which each and every part, each and every organ is important to 

the whole and vice versa. Instead, “to integrate” means to identify the interconnections between 

different situations and subjects, a conscious re-unification of elements which have been previously 

separated for contingencies or in order to better study them. “To integrate” allows the regaining of a 

whole and in-depth overview of a context… rebuilding the whole through a conscious re-

composition of parts and of “diversities”. “To integrate” has to do with a new way of understanding 

things and situations; it can be considered as a new ongoing “modus vivendi et operandi” which 

responds to a deeply-rooted need of to understanding and to understand oneself. To integrate in 

order to comprehend, that is to “take together”… thus recreating a structure which uses and/or 

prizes the contributions of both the one and the other standpoints. To integrate implies a process of 

inter-action in which the one is important for the other… in order to re-gain a whole view” 

(Translation from Moliterni P. , 2003, pp.382-394). 

 

 

                                

Integration between  A and B       



 

“To integrate” is to make something interact and to be interconnected with something else, 

without focusing on only one of the two polarities, rather by giving rise to something new and more 

meaningful which appreciates and enhances the different standpoints in order to make a wholesome 

and united approach. 

Integration aims to make a new intersection area between two subjectivities in which neither 

of the two is lost or loses, but, instead, they are both recognized. Integration is an assertion-

principle-value-strategy to develop and build, so that it becomes a reality, through exchanges and 

reciprocity, in the process of humanization and civilization. 

This is also stated in the aforementioned WHO document, although attention must be paid in 

order to avoid falling into amoral familism (Bansfield, 1958). 

Thus, integration does not mean working on a sole subject so that it changes, rather it means 

starting a change in the two subjects and/or groups in a context which appreciates and prizes them. 

We are thus dealing with a new educational and social space in the dynamics of collective 

representations  (Castel, 2003) and in a life long prospective, which last all throughout life (as a 

matter of fact, Italy’s Law No. 328 issued in 2000 aimed to respond to such a vision). 

“Integration guarantees the respect for individual educational needs within the school for 

all, by means of the quality and flexibility of planning, organizational and didactical interventions 

in a systemic vision that has always characterized Italy.  In this vision, the quality of the 

educational-didactical action is not determined only by efficient and effective resources, but also by 

the active reciprocal adaptation between the individual and their context.” (Translation from 

Pavone 2010, p.141). 

 

Therefore, the concept of integration implies an organic/whole view of 

things/subjects/events in which all organs, with their interconnected functions, are important for the 

existence of the very organism and of any given reality, but where each organ, regardless it being of 

the highest importance, gives life to the organism as a whole, only through the interconnections it 

develops with other organs. 

Integration is more an organism-wise rather than a mechanical vision, as was already said in 

reference to Bernstein’s statements regarding the cumulative code- which is the result of the 

juxtaposition of parts- and the integrative code- which is the result of meaningful interconnections 

between the parts themselves. 

Actually, integration is “taking with/to comprehend” (cum- prehendere: con-prendere taking 

together), re-creating a structure which uses and prizes the contributions of the both the two 



standpoints according to new schemas and modalities and which do not result from simply adding 

up the parts involved. 

The intersection which represents integration (see A2B2 in the following picture) constitutes 

a new standpoint in which the difference is in the preposition “between”. One might think of a 

conjunction-fusion by accumulation, while, instead, integration must be conceived as 

transformation and evolution into something new which is the result of commonalities and 

interdependencies between the parts involved. 

To integrate always implies a process of inter-actions, of “actions between” more subjects, 

each of whom is important for the other, with each subject bearing meanings and contributing to the 

vision/construction of reality in new and more whole forms, in an eco-systemic approach. Clearly, it 

is an open system, subject to the flow of continuous co-constructive interactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-B= subjective meanings 

A1-B10= social interactions for sharing 

A2-B2= sharing/integration 

 

Metaphorically speaking, there is the same difference between aggregation and integration 

as between the bricks that make up a wall and the pieces that make up a mosaic. The latter is more 

than and it is different from the mere mechanical addition, because it consists in something 

completely new being created from the single pieces; furthermore, the way it is read is dependent 

upon the time-spatial-cultural standpoints of the observers. When we speak of integration, we refer 

to a mosaic, the result of integration among parts for realising pictures and realities which are a 

novelty compared to the single parts simply put altogether. The same applies to a human organism 

(body), the full understanding of which does not derive only from the detailed knowledge of its 

  



single parts, but from the relationships which develop within and between its different parts. On the 

other hand, today medicine is also so much more effective in so much as it considers the individual 

as a functional and cultural organism, in interlacement with all other sciences that contribute to 

understanding the individual. 

As Scalfaro  (2003) highlighted, integration means choosing the path that changes the others 

into us,  through solidarity and sharing I discover that the other is equal to us, he/she is one of us. 

Damiano (1994) explained that integration and discrimination are two opposite and 

complementary actions, the pedals of differentiation which point to the rhythm of the cognitive 

organization, continuous/ discontinuous, aimed at distinguishing and unifying different kinds of 

knowledge in order to expand the original cognitive matrix. 

The co-existence of  opposites is the access to knowledge as well as to living together 

(Pontiggia, 2000). It is obvious that the concept of integration is a more positive one than the 

concept of inclusion (Canevaro, 2001, p.214). Integration is a dynamic and processual principle and 

concept-value that calls for everybody’s continuous effort to make it real (Moliterni, 2003a), thus it 

constitutes the guiding goal of our lives. 

In Latin dictionaries, the Latin word “integratio” is explained as “renewal”, “growth”; in 

Latin-Italian dictionaries, it is translated with words and phrases such as “which 

completes/supplements”, “ethnical and racial fusions within a society”, “cooperation among 

States”, etc. 

As a matter of fact, in the Italian language the term “integrazione” (=integration) has always 

been utilised as meaning “reciprocal integration”, that is the adaptation and balancing of both the 

individual and their context. 

Integration is a dynamic and bilateral process of adaptation and reciprocal transformation, 

where interaction is a key mechanism for integration2. Therefore the term “inclusion” does not seem 

to add anything that was not already comprised in the term integration (for example, in Italy, for 

over 30 years it has been underlined that school integration does imply a radical restructuring of 

schools, since the disabled pupil must stay in the classroom in order to enjoy a differentiated and 

cooperative teaching style). 

The case is different with the English language, where the Latin term “integration” seems to  

have lost part of its original meaning.                                                         2 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions of 1 September 2005 – A Common Agenda for Integration – Framework for the Integration of Third-Country Nationals in the European Union [COM(2005) 389 final – Not published in the Official Journal].  



With this in mind, de Anna (2007) highlights that words change their meaning first of all 

depending on the institutional and political-historical context of each country; second, words clash 

at purely language translation level, due to difficulties in translation. The English language and the 

Anglo-Saxon culture play a key role and we cannot ignore that the language which transmits 

knowledge is the language of the dominant thought. 

Therefore, if we want to emphasize the reciprocal adjustment between a disabled individual 

and their context when speaking or writing in English, the use of the noun  “inclusion” or of the 

adjective “inclusive” is appropriate. 

In conclusion, in Italian both the term of English origin “inclusion” and the term 

“integration” are used. What counts is that it must be clear that in both cases we mean processes 

that foresee changes in individuals with disabilities (or characterized by different cultures, etc.) as 

well as changes in their context and thus in the group made up of individuals of so-called 

typical/normal development. 

According to Canevaro, integration has to do with an improvement of the adaptation 

dynamics between the single individual and their proximal context. “The relationship between 

inclusion and integration is the same one as that between (guiding) principles and (absolute) values 

in the declination of (the Italian) jurist  Zagrebelsky. The concept of inclusion belongs to the logic 

of principle just as the principle of responsibility by Hans Jonas, in a eco-systemic prospective, thus 

linking points which are distant from one another, where it is possible to be chaos-butterfly, finding 

the connection between disability and legality, while the concept of integration points mainly to  the 

logic of values.” (Translation from Canevaro, 2008, p.11) 

However, I believe that, guided by values such as individual-community (per se 

unum/prosouros), the development of education and learning processes start from principles 

(inclusion, etc.) and then intentionally aim for the development and building of the most 

humanizing social forms possible, guided by principles such as person-community (per se 

unum/prosouos); if inclusion is a principle, integration is a value to be pursued and built thorough 

appropriate strategies as well as through appropriate forms of context organizations which are the 

result of interconnections between subjects, authenticity, reciprocity and solidarity which are 

themselves at the basis of a new and highly needed humanism. 

According to Freire (1996), inclusive education aims for a paradigm change by revealing the 

implicit principle of schooling being made for the dominant classes as well as by revealing the need 

to act so that schooling become schooling for all, freeing the dominated minorities. Inclusion, as 

well as integration, is not to be realized only in schools, but also in the social community.  



 In Italy, the concept of integration has always implied special attention in involving the 

entire school community, families, bodies providing services as well as the entire civil society, in 

the process of realizing the right to education of individuals, whether having a disability, whether 

coming from a different ethnic and cultural context and with a disability3. This is because education 

and training have been considered as means for freeing individuals and for the democratization of 

society in an ecumenical process of humanization. 

Thus, integration is a guiding-idea. 

In Italian society the process of integration of diversity is still ongoing. It is far from being a 

reality, although, besides ideal and concrete flaws, positive achievements must be registered which 

make us hope for the best. We are well aware that a continuous and stable effort is needed, always 

viewing individuals as dignified, regardless of their physical and cultural conditions (Moliterni, 

2012). 

In conclusion: yes to inclusion, but aiming for integration! Inclusion for integration, as 

Reuven Feurstein exclaimed in Prague in the framework of the “INCLUES” Socrates Project in 

November 2015, after the heartfelt appeals by us Italians4. 

 

 

3. Integration as Et-Et paradigm   

 

Integration as we have outlined it –or inclusion for integration- may represent a new 

paradigm in the framework of complexity. 

A paradigm sets the sovereign concepts and their logical relationships  (disjunction, 

conjunction, implication, etc.) Such concepts implicitly govern the scientific theories which in fact 

develop under a given paradigm. 

Rather than by the “aut-aut” opposition paradigm, we should be guided by the paradigm of 

the “et-et” hendiadys. The “et- et” paradigm effectively expresses the logic of inclusion and it does 

so in a more active than passive form, accordingly with the well-chosen expression used in the 

Italian 1985 Programmi della scuola elementare (=Curricula for Primary School) which pointed to 

the educational and appreciating principle of “active tolerance” instead of that of passive tolerance. 

This is the challenge in an integration process in inclusive contexts. 

Nowadays, a new cognitive paradigm has been emerging in an uneven manner (see for 

example: Bocchi & Ceruti, 2007; Bocchi & Ceruti, 2004; Callari Galli & Cambi, 2003; Ceruti,                                                         3 An important research work is being carried out on this issue by L. De Anna (Foro Italico University of Rome) as International PHD project 4 www.inclues.eu; Jo Lebeer (ed), In-clues, Garant Publisher, Antwerpen, 2006 



1986). It appeals to identifying and building bridges (=connections) between sciences and 

disciplines which do not communicate with one another. As a matter of fact, the realm of the order 

paradigm which excludes disorder (such a paradigm represented the deterministic-mechanical view 

of the Universe) has broken up in different points. In spite of logical difficulties, in different 

domains, the notion of order and the notion of disorder have increasingly been requiring to be 

conceived as complimentary to one another and not only as antagonists. 

 At a theoretical level, this is the case with the works by von Neumann (1956) on the theory 

of self-reproducing automata,  and by von Foerster (1981) regarding order from noise,  and even 

more so with Prigogine’s thermodynamics which shows that organization phenomena appear in 

conditions of turbulence (Prigogine, 1993).  

Starting from the work and the reflections of David Ruelle (1991), the idea of chaos as 

organizer has become ever more important. 

Thus, from different perspectives the idea that order, disorder and organization must be 

conceived  jointly has been  spreading. The mission of science is no longer that of putting away and 

banning chaos from its theories, but to take chaos into account. Its mission is not to delete the idea 

of organization, but to conceive and introduce organization in order to link disciplines that are 

fragmented. 

 

The method of complexity “requires us to think without ever closing concepts, to shatter 

closed spheres, to re-establish links with what is disjointed, to try to understand multi-

dimensionality, to think with the singularity…” as well as never forget integrating totalities, since 

the whole is at the same time truth and non-truth and complexity is joining concepts that 

reciprocally fight one another  (Morin, 1991). 

 

In addition to social-cultural dynamics, this applies also to organizing knowledge and 

scientific learning in multiple-poles or in interdisciplinary terms. 

Inter-disciplinarity aims for organicity (as connected organization) and relies on integration, 

while poly- and multi-disciplinarity  rely on the cumulative code meant as an association of 

disciplines based on a common project or object. Trans-disciplinarity refers to procedural and 

cognitive schemas that cross disciplines and lead to the construction of new symbolic systems. 

As a matter of fact, combinations of inter-, poly-and trans-disciplinarity have had a fruitful 

role in the history of sciences. However, it is important to consider the key notions that are implied 

in terms of cooperation and articulation of a common object, or –better to say- a common project. 



While Matte Blanco (1975) introduced the theory of “bi-logic” by showing that even non logic is 

still a logic, nowadays logic has acquired a new paradigm, that of so called fuzzy logic based on the 

concept of  fuzzy set (Zadeh 1973; Kosko 1993; Gerla 1999).  

In classical logic, the membership of an element in a set is assessed by using one of the only 

two possible values  (true/false; 0/1), thus in terms of polarizations; differently, in fuzzy logic the 

membership of an element in a given set is characterized in terms of probability or grade of truth in 

the continuum of values included between the two poles. Therefore, fuzzy logic allows us to 

approach issues by using a more qualitative, shaded and graded approach. Fuzzy logic makes use of 

quantification predicates and so-called fuzzy adverbs, such as usually, often, mainly, mostly, etc. 

We are called upon to rediscover what Prigogine called “dynamic instability” which 

includes chaos among the laws of nature, as well as to generalize “dynamic instability” in order to 

include the notions of probability and irreversibility. This leads us to a new coherence, to a new 

science which  deals not only with laws, but also with events. We need to incorporate the paradox 

of time into the science domain and thus we need also to consider the effects of interactions, that is  

events (Prigogine 1996) 

As Hawking explains, two kinds of discoveries lead to the emergence of the time paradox. 

The first discovery regards the so-called non-equilibrium structures or dissipative structures. They 

can exist as long as the system dissipates energy and interacts with the external environment. Matter 

in equilibrium is “blind”, while non-equilibrium leads matter “to see”. Pasteur wrote that life as we 

see it is a function of universe asymmetry. Universe is asymmetric5 and dis-symmetric, we have 

more and more evidence of combinations of determinism and probability. Without long-range 

correlations in non-equilibrium, there could not be life, reason or brain. The arrow of time creates 

structures. However, the laws of science do not distinguish between forward and backward 

directions of time (Hawking,1988).   

Prigogine has also stated that if we choose as an object for comparison the human society 

and we compare Neolithic society with today society, we realize that what makes a difference is not 

that men considered individually are different, more or less intelligent: rather, the relationships 

among men have undergone a radical change. The dynamic of social correlations has experienced a 

dramatic acceleration, in an overlapping of modes that correspond to complex eigenvalues which 

can be integrated into a new constructive representation. Once, the laws of science were associated 

with determinism and time irreversibility, while, in instable systems, the laws of science become 

essentially probabilistic and tell us what is possible, not what is certain (Prigogine, 1996). 

                                                          5 Today we speak of multiverse or multiple universe. 



This is the so-called hologram principle- very much frequent in nature- in which a part is in 

the whole and the whole is in the part. In geometry, this principle refers to the logic of “fractals”, 

which functions better than Euclidean geometry when it comes to give a form to the world. 

Benoit Mandelbrot, the father of Fractals Mathematics, reminds us that “fractal” derives 

from the Latin “fractus”, that it has the same root as fraction and fragment and thus it means 

irregular or fragmentary; this mathematic model seems to be the most appropriate for reading and 

studying some forms of complexity or, better, some irregularities which exist in nature. 

According to Mandelbrot, fractal objects have two main qualities, namely  “self-similarity” 

(self-similar pattern) and “fractal dimension”. A figure is called “self-similar” if it can be 

subdivided into a great number of parts, each one being an exact replication, although on a smaller 

scale, of the original (Mandelbrot 1983).  

As Pascal stated in his Pensées, a whole can be understood only if one knows specifically its 

parts, but parts can be understood only if one knows the whole. This means that we need to abandon 

linear explanations and we need to adopt a moving, circular explanation, in which, in order to 

understand a phenomenon, we go from the parts to the whole and from the whole to the parts. 

In Pascal’s wake, Morin (1977-2004), with his tetralogy of complexity highlights that the 

explanation of the whole depends on the explanation of the parts and vice versa (not “or” vice 

versa). In this way, Morin means to overcome both scientific reductionism –which claims to explain 

the whole by the properties of the parts- and the holism of system theory- which claims that the 

properties of the parts derive from the whole. 

A (dynamic) complex organization overcomes the concept of the (static) system and relies 

on the concept of interaction by which an organization transforms, produces, binds and maintains. 

Interactions cannot be conceived without disorder, that is to say without inequalities, turbulences, 

agitations, etc., that cause encounters. 

Organization dynamics (and therefore change) cannot be defined in terms of going from 

uncertainty to certainty, but in terms of dialogue between what is probable and what is improbable. 

Quoting Morin, “organization is the arrangement of relations between components or 

individuals which produces a complex unity or system, endowed with qualities unknown at the 

level of components” (Morin, 1981,  p.101). “A system presents itself as unitas multiplex (Angyal, 

1941), namely as paradox: considered in respect to the Whole, it is one and homogeneous; 

considered in respect to the components, it is diverse and heterogeneous … The idea of complex 

unity is going to take on density if we vaguely sense that we can reduce neither the whole to the 

parts nor the parts to the whole, neither the one to the multiple nor the multiple to the one, but that 



we must try to conceive together, in a way simultaneously complementary and antagonistic, the 

notions of whole and parts, of one and diverse.” (Morin, 1981, p.150) 

Damiano (1991) stated that, in effects, integration and discrimination are two opposite and 

complementary operations, the pedals of differentiations that point to the rhythm of cognitive 

organization, continuous/discontinuous, aimed at distinguishing and unifying knowledge in order to 

expand the original cognitive matrix.   

Thus, the objective is that of reconstructing the unity of knowledge (as in Piaget’s circle of 

science) in the due differentiations of knowledge,  in order to understand reality better, in a dynamic 

play between the universal and the particular that allows us to develop a dual 

knowledge/comprehension: in-depth  (specific and disciplinary) and 

general/whole/global/universal/transversal (multi-inter-trans-disciplinary). 

Piaget (1965) believed that knowledge cannot be objectified unless if it is shared with the 

others, and also that such sharing and cooperation is the same at all levels, including the scientific 

research level: objective knowledge is achieved only when it has been checked (not just accepted) 

by other researchers. 

However, in order to dialogue with the other, it is not sufficient to exchange words- perhaps 

by using a new universal jargon as English that puts words into communication but not symbols, 

nor the meaning and significance of cultures. Instead, it is necessary to leave room inside ourselves 

to see view of the world that the other person has. 

Therefore, we must also consider the limitations of conceptual thinking itself that aims to 

grasp and acquire culture (concept derives form cum-capio, that is “catch and grasp together”), 

learning to set concepts in their historical  background, with their bonds and expressive limits. 

Truth is the result of persuasion and interpretation. Experiences that contribute to ones’ 

development, according to Ricoeur, are made in the hermeneutic arc, respecting the other and 

listening to the voice of the other, that functions as pre-comprehension for the subsequent 

interpretation. It is necessary to retrieve Gadamer’s prejudice in order to find new metaphors and 

analogies capable of giving new life to an educational practice in which the pupil can discover 

himself/herself as an inventor of new meanings (Valeriani, 1995). 

As Canevaro (2008) states, the point is making synapsis, exchanges and interplay, thus 

creating closeness in distance. 

 

 

4. Integration as quality of experiences 

 



The integration process is thus studded with constructs and events; the event, which is by 

nature dynamic, expresses quality, meaningful experience resulting from interactions and 

interconnections between subject/subjects and object/objects- to quote Pirsig. 

 

“He noted that although normally you associate Quality with objects, feelings of Quality 

sometimes occur without any object at all. This is what led him at first to think that maybe Quality 

is all subjective. But subjective pleasure wasn't what he meant by Quality either. Quality decreases 

subjectivity. 

Quality takes you out of yourself, makes you aware of the world around you. 

Quality is opposed to subjectivity. I don't know how much thought passed before he arrived 

at this, but eventually he saw that Quality couldn't be independently related with either the subject 

or the object but could be found only in the relationship of the two with each other. It is the point at 

which subject and object meet…. 

Quality is not a thing. It is an event…. It is the event at which the subject becomes aware of 

the object. And because without objects there can be no subject...because the objects create the 

subject's awareness of himself...Quality is the event at which awareness of both subjects and objects 

is made possible…. This means Quality is not just the result of a collision between subject and 

object.”  (Pirsig, 1974) 

 

 

Events are intimately bound to the quality of human experience and, thus, to the quality of 

the processes of interaction and encounter/integration between subjects and between a subject and 

an object. 

The very existence of subject and object is deduced from the Quality event. The Quality 

event is the cause of the subject and of the object. Further on in his reasoning, Pirsig highlights that 

Quality corresponds to  areté, excellence, to the Aristotelian virtue. 

Therefore, if inclusion implies a broad eco-systemic perspective, in our view integration 

aims at expressing and realizing areté, individual and social virtue, as the fruit of civic and civilized 

attitudes and thus of collective social civitas (Goodlad 1997), in an encounter between “per se 

unum” and “prosouors” constitutive of the individual essence that becomes community. 

Morin (1991) states that a society is produced by the interactions of individuals, but such 

interactions produce an organizing whole which retro-acts on individuals and co-produces them as 

human individuals. They would not be such if they were deprived of education, language and 

culture. 



It is in all this, that we have to pursue the essence of the mathetic interpretation of learning 

(Bruera, 1998), through processes which go from chaos to the world and, through the processes of 

the world, to the cosmos  of the world, in a cultural “relationship-ism” (not relativism!)  that 

provides cultures with mutual connections. In this way, each culture can appreciate and exploit the 

benefits of the other ones in order to reconstruct that fabric between individuals, peoples and 

cultures in which differences are a value and an enrichment for humanity. This is possible, provided 

we are able to reconstruct a common feeling which makes us understand that we are individuals and 

members of a humankind which, through time and for the most varied reasons have spread on the 

earth, characterising it with its most diverse forms and enlivening it with its different types of 

diversity. 

However, this requires being able to put together, in a competent, committed and 

responsible way, common worth and relational worth, individual self-realization and the 

construction of a collective social civitas, also at a global level, appreciating individuals in their 

essence- also bodily and motor.  
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